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ize isn’t always better, but in the case of this year’s finesse,
it surely is! We have a bumper edition for 2018, which in part
reflects the ongoing all time high in our order book and current
enquiries. Despite negativity in the press, we have never seen
such a buoyant market. This extends across our Restoration
and New Build teams, with a marked increase in retained
facades and high end residential stonework. Speaking of which, our GB
team is currently delivering the largest private residential property built
in Yorkshire for 200 years! In this edition GB Operations Manager Ryno
Nel gives us his views on work outside London, while we keep our fingers
crossed for our Stirling Prize shortlisted building, the Nazrin Shah Centre,
Worcester College, Oxford. We have contributions from Mark Kelly, Partner
at PLP Architecture and Darrell Baldwin Senior Facade Specialist, Lendlease
on One Bishopsgate Plaza and from Sarah Younger, Project Director at the
Royal Opera House and Darren Anderson, Director FMDC opines on the use
of stone in interiors.
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Ryno, you have recently moved across
from Szerelmey Ltd to Szerelmey
GB. Do you think the market for
stone cladding, internals and hard
landscaping differs outside London?
There are some differences and some
similarities. The market for stone
buildings seems to be very strong
outside London on a pro rata scale,
and overall there is a tendency towards
lower rise buildings in the regions
which are more conducive to stone
detailing and cladding. There is also
more demand for stone built private
residences, but this is probably a
reflection of land prices and planning
as much as anything else!
Many of Szerelmey GB’s awardwinning buildings were built using
British stone. Do you think the
demand for British stone is increasing
or do you think European limestones
will become more popular regionally?
Again, invariably the stone choice is
a condition of planning consent, so
for example, we would expect to be
working with Bath stone in the Bath
area. Where the stone is not part of
planning conditions then often choice
comes down to a balance between
costs and aesthetics. We are keen on
working with British suppliers both for
economy and for keeping our carbon
footprint down. That said, the European

RYNO NEL

stones are always a good choice, they
perform very well and are cost effective.
Based on your extensive experience
in the industry, which regional areas
do you think will experience the most
growth (construction) in the next two
to three years and which sectors do
you foresee this growth in?
At the moment it looks like there will be a
lot of growth in the main centres across
the country from Glasgow, Edinburgh,
Birmingham, Manchester and Coventry
through Oxford, Cambridge, Bath
and Bristol. Large university towns
are experiencing sustained growth in
construction and much of this relevant
to stone and what we do, is being seen
in the commercial, high end residential
and education sectors.
Opinions are very divided on the way
the construction industry is going at
the moment, particularly with regard
to the impact of Brexit and potential
shortage of skilled operatives. What is
your view on the state of the industry?
I think in Britain there is always a
tendency to be overly gloomy and
certainly the press seems to thrive
on negativity. On balance, I think the
industry will adapt as it needs to, to
accommodate any changes such as
there are. I do think that as a country we
need to encourage more young people
to take trade apprenticeships.

Cover Image: Nazrin Shah Centre,
Worcester College, Oxford. Winner
Building of the Year - RIBA South.
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SELFRIDGES

PROJECT
ROUNDUP
It has been a busy year since the last
finesse came out with a number of
projects finishing, some of which we
will look at in depth, and lots more on
our order books. As a quick roundup,
we have recently completed interior
stonework for the “open up” project
at the Royal Opera House. Still on
interiors, we have finished the Moon
Grey limestone flooring at 10 Fenchurch
Avenue, a nine storey commercial
building, the silver travertine flooring
and walling at the new Aga Khan Centre
in Kings Cross, the black basalt flooring
and ceramic tiling at TIQ Stratford,
terrazzo flooring and marble walling
at Selfridges and terrazzo flooring
and Pyrolave cladding at One New
Oxford Street. Completed external
projects
include
the
Portuguese
limestone cladding on Holland Park
Villas, Clipsham stone and brick
facades on the University Arms Hotel,
Cambridge, Clipsham stone cladding
on the Nazrin Shah Centre, Worcester
College, Oxford, Purbeck stone and
flint walling for a private residence in
Winchester and blue faience cladding
on Academy House, Oxford Street. Our
Restoration team has finished extensive
works at 11-15 Grosvenor Crescent,
cleaning and repairs to 1 Dean Street,
the remodelling of the Wellesley Hotel
cigar terraces and a large package
of restoration works at the Glebe.
We have recently won some fantastic
projects, with some already underway.
These include a particularly exciting
project for our Restoration team, which
is the internal package at Battersea
Power Station. This will see us on site
for several years and is extremely
varied including faience and brick

repair/replacement and a raft of other
works. Another extremely large seven
building project is the restoration
works, including facade retentions, at
Hanover Square. Our New Build team
is working close by with two different
sites on Oxford Street and a fantastic
new interiors stonework project about
to start at Marble Arch Place, which
covers an 18 storey residential tower
and a seven storey commercial block.

HAPPY
B I R T H D AY
Our Chairman recently turned 80
years young and we helped him
celebrate with a small party in the
office. Szerelmey benefits from
Gordon’s 60 years plus experience
of the industry, having established
his first company in South Africa in
the 1960s. This went on to become
one of the largest construction and
restoration companies in the country.
Gordon purchased Szerelmey in
the early 1970s, and the rest as they
say, is history! As a privately owned
company, we retain a family feel and
operate with family values such as
honesty, integrity and loyalty, at our
core.

IT’S ALL ABOUT
WO M E N I N
CONSTRUCTION VIDEO
Following on from a number of
our female staff attending various
Women in Construction events, we
decided to hold our first “ladies”
event and are gearing up for another
soon. The event, held at Champagne
+ Fromage in Covent Garden was
a great success! We had ten of our
female clients and a really good
mix of people which made for very
lively discussions. We did hear
comment in the office from our male
colleagues that we were being noninclusive by not inviting them! All
of our Szerelmey female employees
are excellent ambassadors for the
industry, read more on page 44.

B R E A K FA S T
TIME
Szerelmey hosts a breakfast meeting
every month at the Wolseley,
London for up to eight clients.
These breakfasts are a really great
networking event for us and have
the added benefit of being totally
delicious too! This year, and reflective
of our ever-growing GB business, we
hosted our first breakfast in Bath for
some of our key clients in that area.
We held the event at the MacDonald
Spa Hotel, which proved excellent
and we had great feedback from
all of our guests. We are currently
on site in Bath delivering the new
student accommodation at Polden
Corner and are also not too far away
in Oxford where we are just finishing
up works at St John’s Library and
Study Centre.

2018 has been the year of video for
us, having launched our new Youtube
and Vimeo channels. We are aiming
to make short films on site of our
works and will post them sporadically
to link through to our website’s news
page: www.szerelmey.com/news. Still
on video, we were recently asked to
submit a short film as part of a tender
process by a client to demonstrate how
our company culture would fit with
theirs. This unusual request took us
by surprise, but once we got over this,
we dived into the filmmaking process
very enthusiastically. As a result, we
were able to submit what was required
for our tender, but also create a short
company film which can now be found
on our website; it is not the normal
“corporate” type film …!

TEAM EVENTS
The bold and brave amongst us have
taken part in a number of team building
events over the past year, including
another round of “even tougher
Tough Mudder”. Hoping to build on
lessons learnt from the 2017 event, our
team took to the mud with grit and
determination. Despite a valiant effort
all around, the general consensus was
a) more time should have been spent in
the gym and b) Never Again!! Following
on from 2017, we entered a large team
in the CRASH Dragon Boat Challenge in
June and managed to raise over £1000
for charity – thank you to everyone
who sponsored us. The team did a fine
job bringing us in around half way up
the leaderboard and more importantly,
everyone had a great time – we have all
come to the conclusion that we could
do with a bit more practice …

SHORTLIST FOR
STIRLING PRIZE
We are delighted that the Nazrin Shah
Centre, Worcester College, Oxford
is one of just six buildings that have
made it to the shortlist for the muchcoveted RIBA Stirling Prize. This
recent news comes hot on the heels
of the stunning building winning
the RIBA South, Building of the Year
award. Designed by Niall McLaughlin
Architects, with whom our GB Team
have worked extensively, the Nazrin
Shah Centre has, in our opinion, the
added draw of being built from British
Clipsham limestone supplied by the
Stamford Stone Company. Whilst we
fully support all of our international
stone suppliers, it is always great (for
the environment and the economy)
when a British stone is specified.
We were proud to have delivered
the stonework on the Sainsbury
Laboratory, Cambridge University,
designed by Stanton Williams, which
won the Stirling Prize in 2012, and
very much hope that the Nazrin Shah
Centre will follow suit. Read more
about the Nazrin Shah Centre on page
28.

M AT E S I N M I N D
Szerelmey is affiliated with the excellent
charity Mates in Mind, which is striving
to raise awareness and improve mental
health in the construction industry.
Two of our H&S team are now fully
trained Mental Health First Aiders, and
other key members of our staff are
following suit. We are also planning
on holding an event towards the end
of the year to raise money for this
important cause.
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HISTORIC
PROPERTIES

R E S T O R AT I O N A N D H E R I TAG E

H A N OV E R S Q U A R E

H A N OV E R S Q U A R E
C L I E N T – G R E AT P O R T L A N D E S TAT E S
M A I N C O N T R AC T O R – M A C E
A R C H I T E C T – L I F S C H U T Z DAV I D S O N S A N D I L A N D S + C A R O E & PA R T N E R S

T

he
Hanover
Square
Estate development is
a
substantial
project
that will create high
end
commercial
properties, prime retail
and residential, in addition to a new
public square. It is a very prestigious
site in the heart of the West End and
London’s exclusive shopping area
along New Bond Street.
Szerelmey Restoration is currently on
site with a major package of works
including the cleaning, repair and
restoration of seven historic retained
facades on Bond Street and Brook
Street and one facing into Hanover
Square. Given the scale of the project
and the number of different retained
facades, the scope of our works
is extremely varied and includes a
combination of brick, terracotta,
limestone and granite repairs as well
as the construction of new chimneys.
The buildings were cleaned and
surveyed first, with a comprehensive
defects and repairs schedule drawn
up. The client was then able to select
which areas of repair and restoration
to undertake, and what to leave.
All the cast iron on the facades is
being stripped back, undercoated and
repainted with a traditional black top
coat to protect it from weathering. For
similar reasons the leadwork to the
top of cornices is also being replaced
to protect the stone below. Some of
the stonework, particularly the more
ornamental areas along Bond Street
and Brook Street is badly weathered
and sadly beyond repair. In these
instances the damaged pieces are
being carefully surveyed, cut out,

scanned and detailed drawings produced
to enable the stonemasons to recreate
new carved stone pieces off site. When
pieces of stone are removed to allow
new pieces to replace them, steel wire
is inserted first to aid the strength of the
new bonding; all the mortar being used is
3.5 hydraulic lime mortar with no cement.
The terracotta elements on some of the
facades have also suffered the effects of
time and weathering, having developed
small cracks and holes in their surface.
When the damage is small enough, the
pieces can be repaired in situ using a
special filler followed by an application
of Keim mineral paint, colour matched to
the existing. Larger areas of substantial
damage will be carefully removed and
replaced with new like-for-like pieces.
Other elements we are undertaking are
replacing the existing copper to the
dome of the turret on 69 New Bond
Street; remedial repairs and render work
to the inside face of the retained facades
extending from 14 Brook Street to 66
Bond Street; careful removal of an existing
bronze ionic capital on 67-68 New Bond
Street and replacing with a newly carved
capital in European oak to match existing,
with a final dark stain to finish.
The 70-71 New Bond Street facade has
a number of marble columns which
are being repaired and restored. The
columns have become loosened from the
stonework behind them over time, so to
make them secure the team are drilling
small holes into the columns and through
to the stonework behind. Steel ties are
threaded through and resin filler applied
around the steel ties to hold them firmly
in place.

BLACK TINTED
BRICK FACADES
The facade on 20 Hanover
Square has interesting black
coloured brickwork which is
seen occasionally on historic
buildings of the 18th and 19th
centuries
around
London,
normally townhouses. Rather
than black bricks these buildings
were
typically
constructed
using Yellow London Stock
bricks, but in pre-brick cleaning
days
these
yellow
bricks
would become very dirty fairly
rapidly. A common restoration
technique used then was to
apply a black or dark pigment to
the stopping mortar so it would
blend with the dirty coloured
bricks. Often the restorer would
apply the pigment to bricks
and the mortar to camouflage
the restoration work and then
apply tuck pointing – a famous
example is 10 Downing Street.
To achieve tuck pointing, whilst
the stopping mortar is still wet
the restorer applies thin lime
mortar in ribbon style to imitate
the beds and joints of the
brickwork, which makes it look
very smart. This is exactly the
technique our team has used
at Hanover. Firstly applying two
coats of black soot stopping
mortar, originally made from
lamp oil soot, and then the
precisely applied lime mortar to
great effect.
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HISTORIC
PROPERTIES
11-15 GROSVENOR CRESCENT
C L I E N T – WA I N B R I D G E ( B E L G R AV I A ) LT D
M A I N C O N T R AC T O R – M A C E
A R C H I T E C T – F L A N A G A N L AW R E N C E

T

his Grade II listed crescent
of terraced properties was
built c. 1860 by the architect
Thomas Cundy III who was
surveyor of the Grosvenor
Estates in London as
part of his father’s architectural
practice. Szerelmey Restoration has
recently completed an extensive
package of works here, working
alongside our New Build division
who delivered a new stone package
to the rear elevation of the terraces.
The restoration work to this block
of five residential properties has
incorporated many of the team’s
core strengths including cleaning and
repairs, stonework, brickwork, leadwork
and metalwork. First the stonework on
the 15 dormer windows was carefully
dismantled, repaired and rebuilt. New
Portland stone chimney caps and
chimney pots were installed to the six
prominent chimney stacks that extend
across the buildings from front to back.
Each property was carefully cleaned
using a combination of water, JOS, DOFF
and poultices to remove deep seated
stains. After cleaning, comprehensive
surveys were undertaken and all
necessary stonework repairs scheduled.
Szerelmey undertook a combination of
natural stone indents and in situ repairs,
which included faithfully reproducing
a large number of seriously weathered
carved stone lion heads which were fixed
back into position. All existing metal
balustrades were blasted, repaired and

repainted, including the balustrades
to three internal staircases.
Where
connections into the stone were found
to be corroded the defective seating
was cut off and replaced with new
sections and re-fixed securely back into
the stonework. All cast iron down pipes
and lead coverings to the cornices were
removed and replaced. Finally new
natural stone steps to all five entrances
were installed along with substantial
areas of paving to the basement area.

B L A S T I N G M E TA L
WO R K
The team carried out extensive work to
the historic wrought iron balustrades
on the exterior and to the main internal
grand staircases at the properties.
This entailed carefully removing all of
the metal elements and blasting them
with a combination of the following
techniques to remove the existing
paintwork:
•
•
•

Wet
blasting
using
eco-strip
recycled glass abrasive medium
Dry blasting using a finer grade
eco-strip recycled glass abrasive
medium
Once blasted the team spray
applied two coats of red oxide
primer and one undercoat before
applying the top coat. Once finished
the balustrades were fixed back in
place.

R E - C R E AT I N G
LION HEADS
Many of the historic carved stone
lion heads on the corbels were
so badly weathered that they
needed replacing. The team
photographed
and
scanned
the best of the existing heads
to enable the production of
accurate shop drawings. One
of our stone manufacturers,
based in Chichester, used these
drawings to produce the lion head
reproductions using state of the
art CNC stone cutting machines,
with each head finished by hand.

“THE MASONS WERE VERY
CLEAN AND PROFESSIONAL
IN THEIR APPROACH TO THE
WORK AND CHALLENGES
A S S O C I AT E D W I T H WO R K I N G
ON A LIVE HOTEL. WE LOOK
F O R WA R D TO M A N Y F U T U R E
PROJECTS WITH SZERELMEY
R E S TO R AT I O N .”

W E L L E S L E Y H OT E L
CLIENT – ARAB INVESTMENTS LIMITED
M A I N C O N T R AC T O R – B L AW R E N C E C O N S U LTA N C Y
ARCHITECT – GIBBERD

T

he Wellesley Knightsbridge
is a luxury boutique hotel,
housed in a particularly
interesting
Art
Deco
building. Built in the 1920s,
the
building’s
original
function was as one of the entrances
to Hyde Park Corner Underground
station, with a 1920s townhouse above,
which later became offices. The facade
is strongly reminiscent of its heritage,
with the distinctive ox blood red faience
tiles which are still seen across London
in underground stations. The relatively
narrow facade is divided into three equal
arches, again a throwback to its use as
an underground station. The building
was also the former home of the iconic
jazz and cabaret venue, Pizza on the
Park, before reopening as The Wellesley
in December 2012. The hotel is named
after Sir Arthur Wellesley, the first Duke
of Wellington and former Prime Minister.

B R E T T L AW R E N C E
C O N S U LTA N T
B L AW R E N C E C O N S U LTA N C Y

DURING

As part of the redevelopment of the
building Gibberd, with whom Szerelmey
is also working on Langley Park, designed
two new cigar terraces located either side
of the hotel entrance. Szerelmey carried
out all the remodeling and restoration
work here, removing the existing paving
and cladding and replacing with new
Portland stone. The new stone comprised
the paving, cladding and perimeter
plinths with the team installing all of the
supporting structures and floor build up
as well as cleaning and restoration to part
of the existing walls.
PROJECT COMPLETE

PROJECT COMPLETE

PROJECT COMPLETE
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L A N G L E Y PA R K H OT E L
CLIENT – ARAB INVESTMENTS LIMITED
M A I N C O N T R AC T O R – M U LT I P L E X
PROJECT ARCHITECT – GIBBERD

T

his substantial Grade II* Palladian
mansion is undergoing an extensive
programme of works to convert
it from a derelict shell to a new 5*
hotel. Due to the size and scope of
the project, it has been ongoing for
some time, with Szerelmey Restoration now in
its second year on site. Last year we published a
piece on our initial works at the property, and this
year we are pleased to publish a project update.
Much of 2018’s work has been focused in
three areas: the Winter Garden; the new
grand entrance, steps to front and back
and
balustrades
around
the
building,
designed by Gibberd; the brick stable block.
The Winter Garden was a later addition to the
house and is thought to date to the 19th century;
like the house it is also Grade II* listed. Most
recently the building has been used as office
accommodation with a mezzanine level, although
the current works will see it converted to a spacious
function room and venue. The entire structure

has undergone extensive restoration work,
which has included careful paint stripping
of the interior space. Following this, our
team carried out a conservation clean of
both the interior and exterior. In addition,
stone indenting and in situ repairs were
carried out across the structure and lime
render applied to parts of the exterior.
The new grand front entrance of the
house has been installed by Szerelmey
with new Portland stone steps and
Clipsham balustrading, and similarly grand
steps have been constructed by us to
the rear of the house. All of the existing
balustrades around the building were
carefully dismantled at the beginning of
the project and either restored or replaced
with new rubbed Clipsham balusters.
The brick former stable block, set apart
from the house, has also undergone
significant restoration work. The stables
date to the 18th century and comprise
a three sided arrangement, the west
block facing the house being the most
ornamental with a central pediment
over an arched carriageway into the
courtyard beyond. Szerelmey has carried
out extensive in situ brick repairs, some
brick replacement and raking out and remortaring the joints with lime mortar.

S T O N E H E R I TAG E
S T O N E H E R I TAG E
REGISTER

T

he Stone Federation,
the
official
trade
association
for
the
natural stone industry,
launched
the
Stone
Heritage Register in July
2017 as part of the Stone Heritage
Group. The Stone Heritage Group
is currently chaired by Szerelmey’s
Bernard Burns who has worked in
the conservation and restoration
industry for over 30 years. Both the
Stone Heritage Group and its Register
are immensely important resources
for architects working on heritage
properties, clients and contractors.
The driving force behind Stone
Heritage is to market, promote
and highlight the use of natural
stone
and
its
correct
repair,
restoration, conservation, cleaning
and maintenance in the heritage,
historic and ecclesiastical sectors.
The group aims to provide a resource
of knowledge and to connect
interested parties with key players
within the heritage sector from
small, private historic homeowners
to major historic organisations and
associations. Stone Heritage is made
up of Stone Federation members who
work within the heritage sector and
involves over 190 member companies,
collectively
employing
around
8,000 staff and professionals with a
combined turnover of £240 million.

The Stone Heritage Register provides
architects, contractors, clients and
specifiers with a reliable source point
for finding the correct professional or
material for their project. The Register
has two parts; the first contains the
details of over 190 Stone Federation
member companies including their
specialities, contact details and past
project experience. The second part
is a matrix that allows you to easily
identify which company is right for your
project by listing the exact specialities
they undertake. This second part
also lists any related qualifications,
training and skills the company has
and of these, the CSCS Heritage
Gold card is the most desirable.
Szerelmey fully supports the Stone
Heritage Group and its associated
Register. The company was founded
as a restoration company and this
side of the business lies very much
at the heart of what we do. It is no
surprise that just as many companies
deliver outstanding and empathetic
restoration and conservation work,
there are also those that can wreak
irreparable
damage
to
historic
structures through lack of skills and
knowledge. Initiatives such as the
Stone Heritage Register and Stone
Heritage Group can only help to
improve the overall standard of
restoration works being carried out
and provide the client with a greater

degree of assurance that they are
engaging with a fully qualified
and skilled company. The Stone
Heritage Register is available free
of charge (some things in life are
free!) from the Stone Federation.
What is the CSCS Heritage Gold Card?
The
CSCS
(Construction
Skills
Certification Scheme) is the leading
skills certification scheme in the
construction industry. CSCS cards
provide proof that individuals working
on construction sites have the required
training and qualifications for the type
of work they carry out, but they are
not a legal requirement – Szerelmey
only employs operatives that hold
CSCS cards. The CSCS Heritage Gold
Card is the highest level of card for the
heritage sector, and in order to qualify
for it an individual must hold a Level
3 (or equivalent) craft occupation
and
conservation
qualification
such as CITB Apprenticeship and
William Morris Craft Fellowship
Certification) and hold a Heritage
NVQ/Diploma at Level 3. All senior
Szerelmey Restoration specialists
hold their CSCS Heritage Gold Card.

TYPICAL CLEANING
TECHNIQUES

T

I T I S E S S E N T I A L TO P R E S E R V E A N D
N OT DA M AG E T H E E X I S T I N G FA B R I C
OF THE BUILDING

here are three nonaggressive cleaning
techniques that are
most
commonly
used, along with
simple hand water
cleaning. The prerogative when
cleaning facades is to err towards
under cleaning rather than over
cleaning. Another key consideration
is to not over-saturate the stone with
water, which again causes damage
and can cause unsightly staining.
Before any type of cleaning work
is carried out, test panels should
be undertaken to set a benchmark.
These types of cleaning trials are
vital in understanding what can be
achieved and the best method to use.
Steam and
System

Superheated

Water

There are several types of system
machines that can be used for
this type of cleaning which involve
using
steam
and
superheated
water to remove many different
paints and coatings, including some
thermoplastic
and
bituminous
mastic materials. This steam and
superheated water system is effective
in removing chewing gum, grease, oil,
algae matter and killing off bacteria,
as well as removing bird droppings
and other unwanted deposits. It also
kills off spores negating the need
for chemical biocide. This is a cost
effective, efficient method of cleaning
that has no negative environmental
effects.
The system works on a variable
combination of high temperatures,
which can reach up to 150°C, and
pressure. The operator can vary the
temperature and the pressure quickly
and easily according to the type of
material that needs to be removed.
Generally when the temperature
is high the water pressure on the
surface being cleaned is gentle and
the volume of water low. This prevents
the material being cleaned becoming
saturated and also keeps the amount
of water run off to a minimum. These

systems are easily portable units that
come with a wide variety of nozzles
and lances that can be changed
depending on the requirement of the
project.
Water and Gentle Abrasion
These systems have been greatly
improved in the last 20 years or so to
make them even more efficient and
gentle. The system was developed to
enable safe and effective cleaning of
historic buildings with their inherent
problems, such as delicate or friable
surfaces. It works by creating a soft,
swirling vortex using a mixture of
low air pressure, low volume of water
and a safe, inert fine granulate, which
is typically crushed marble. There
are different aggregates that can be
used varying from very fine to coarse
depending on the type of cleaning
required. The most commonly used
type is calcite which is a fine grain.
This cleaning system is not suitable
for use on faience as the aggregates
are too abrasive for the delicate
glazed material.
Nebulous Cleaning
This is the most traditional method
of cleaning, which is a simple water
clean with a nebulous spray; the
water pressure and type of nozzles
can be adjusted to suit the condition
and fabric of the building. The nozzles
are specially designed to vaporise
the water creating a fine mist and
are normally set on a timer system to
prevent over-saturating the building
material. The fine misty spray softens
the deposits on the building, which
wash away. In areas where the
deposits are heavier, a natural bristle
or phosphor bronze bristle brush
may be used. The area may also
be rubbed with a soft gritstone if
appropriate. The washing sequence
should commence from the upper
level of the facade to be cleaned,
working vertically so that the action
of water run off from the immediate
area of cleaning softens the soiling on
the level beneath.

BRITAIN’S LEADING SUPPLIER
OF NATURAL HARD YORKSTONE

Crosland Hill, Huddersfield, West Yorkshire HD4 7AB 01484 652311 sales@johnsons-wellfield.co.uk www.johnsons-wellfield.co.uk

C AT H O D I C V T R A D I T I O NA L
T R E AT M E N T O F
S T E E LW O R K

I

n the early 20th century
construction
techniques
moved away from traditional
load
bearing
masonry
towards
masonry
clad
steel framed buildings. This
marked the evolution of the modern
highrise building. Corrosion problems
associated with these early steel
framed buildings are inherent due to
the nature of the early design and
engineers and architects of the time
failing to appreciate the destructive
nature of corrosion. External masonry
tightly notched around the steelwork
with crudely in-filled cavities allows
moisture to collect and come into
contact with the steel, making the
onset of corrosion inevitable. Moisture
can
penetrate
through
porous
cladding materials, open or degraded
mortar joints, cracked masonry, as
well as faulty or degraded services
such as cracked rainwater downpipes
and gutters.

C AT H O D I C
PROTECTION
This describes a general area of
technology covering two forms of
electrochemical corrosion prevention:
sacrificial cathodic protection or
impressed current cathodic protection
(ICCP).
Sacrificial cathodic protection is
the older method and consists of
connecting a more corrosive metal
like zinc or magnesium to the steel.
The zinc or magnesium corrodes in
preference to the steel and generates
a protective current that prevents
corrosion of the steel in contact with
the sacrificial anode material.
ICCP involves the use of an inert
non-corrosive anode material being
placed in the structure or soil and
the protective current being forced
onto the steel surface through
a power supply. It works on the
principle of preventing corrosion by
passing a current from an externally
placed anode material, through a
connecting electrolyte (facing and
mortar) to the corroding steel work.
As a result, electrochemical reactions
are prevented at the steel surface

T H E RE ARE T WO PRACT ICAL ME T H O DS O F T RE AT MENT
FO R CO RRO DE D ST E E LWO RK IN B UILDING S : CAT H ODIC
P R OT E CT IO N O R T RADIT IO NAL T RE AT ME NT O F T H E
ST E ELWO RK.

through the prevention of ferrous ion
formation on the steel surface and
the removal of reactive negatively
charged ions.

BENEFITS OF
ICCP
•

It is a less invasive method than
traditional repair work

•

ICCP is generally
effective and is
implement

•

The inert catalytic anodes are not
consumed and have a high design
life in comparison to sacrificial
cathodic protection

•

The cathodic protection current
can be pushed through higher
resistivity electrolytes (concrete,
stone, mortar etc) by the higher
drive voltages available from the
power supply

more cost
faster to

CONSIDERATIONS
WITH ICCP
ICCP requires highly specialised skills
and only works effectively if the
protective current passes consistently
to the steel via a mortar, concrete or
stone connection. Unfortunately, the
quality and consistency of mortar
in-fill in early steel framed buildings
is highly variable. Failure to ensure
electrical continuity of all metallic
elements in a building is an important
issue as it can lead to the accelerated
corrosion of any discontinuous
metallic elements.
The external cladding is also a
consideration; terracotta, faience and
glazed bricks can act as an insulator
and make it difficult to distribute
protective currents.

TRADITIONAL
T R E AT M E N T
This involves the removal of damaged
masonry followed by the removal
of the corrosive material and then
application of a suitable coating prior
to reinstatement of the masonry.
In cases where extensive corrosion
problems are present and the masonry
is displaced or damaged, traditional
methods of repair are generally the
only option.

TRADITIONAL
R E PA I R
METHODS
Once the corroded area is revealed
the following method may be used:
•

Grit blasting the corroded steel

•

Application
of
a
corrosion
inhibiting paint/coating system
such as a zinc rich two part epoxy

•

Where appropriate the addition
of DPCs, particularly if a cavity
cannot be achieved between the
steel and external ashlar masonry

•

Replacement of the masonry
leaving a cavity between the
steel frame and external cladding
providing this is not visually
evident

This method provides an adequate
repair with a design-life expectancy
dependent on the preparation of the
steelwork and the choice of paint
system.

From our vertically integrated British sandstone production, to our
well established international supply chains, Marshalls is the
construction industry’s indispensable partner for projects
in the built environment.

www.marshalls.co.uk/naturalstone

HISTORIC
FOCUS
B AT T E R S E A P O W E R

R E S T O R AT I O N H I S T O R I C FO C U S

S TAT I O N

BAC K I N T I M E

I

n the mid 1920s the London
Power Company was formed
through the amalgamation of
a number of smaller, privately
owned electricity companies.
Until that time all electricity
was supplied through private companies,
which resulted in intense competition
and poorly constructed, small power
stations. Parliament began to push for
nationalising the electricity supply for the
country, although this did not actually
happen until 1948. In the meantime
the privately owned London Power
Company agreed to the government’s
recommendation that electricity should
be provided through fewer, bigger power
stations. This resulted in the construction
of a ‘super-station’ on the South Bank
of the River Thames; Battersea Power
Station.

There was public uproar when the plans
for the new Power Station were revealed,
with concerns over the disruption the
construction would cause in addition to
fears for pollution and waste presenting
a health hazard. The Power Station
was designed to be built in two stages
with Battersea A constructed between
1929-35. The architects were James
Halliday and Sir Gilbert Scott, famous for
designing the telephone box, Liverpool
Cathedral, Waterloo Bridge and many
other buildings. Gilbert Scott was brought
on board in 1929 as a consulting architect
to redesign the exterior and win public
approval, in which respect he seems
to have been largely successful. Scott
did not himself think the Power Station
was his greatest design, but today his
brick exterior is considered one of the
building’s triumphs. The building is a steel
girder frame clad in brick and is one of the
largest brick buildings in Europe.

WWII
Some months after the end of WWII,
work began on the construction of
Battersea B, the second part of the Power
Station, which was opened in 1953. On
completion, the station gained its now
iconic and familiar shape with its four
towering chimneys and square body and
became the third largest power station in
the UK, providing 1/5th of London’s total
electricity supply. The Power Station was
described as a masterpiece of industrial
design with an architectural quality over
and above that seen in contemporary
national grid stations; it set a benchmark
and precedent for industrial design.
Although built in two stages, the exterior
of the Power Station is cohesive and
strongly symmetrical with the four
towers, one at each corner, underpinning
the design. The chimneys atop the
towers are designed as fluted Doric
columns and have two shaft rings at the
top.

THE INTERIOR
The interior of the Power Station,
designed by Halliday, reflects the two
very different eras in which it was built.
The first, Battersea A, is strongly Art Deco
and reflective of the jazz-age cinema
aesthetic redefined for functional,
industrial space. The overriding feel is
one of opulence, with the tone set by
the grand, bronze entrance doors to
Battersea A designed by Halliday to
represent Electricity personified (the
doors are now in storage). These led
into the Director’s entrance hall and
staircase clad in grey and black marble
with a large star design inset to the
floor and the ornate lift enclosure with
steel-framed glazing and bronze doors.
Turbine Hall A, adjacent to the Director’s
entrance hall is clad with elaborate Art
Deco, mottled blue faience tiles with
darker blue string courses. The long wall
is divided into bays which are defined
by towering fluted pilasters with black
faience bases. A steel crane gantry
runner sits above these with faience
relief panels above. On the west side
are six oriel windows and two balconies
which lead into Control Room A at
the upper level. Control Room A is the
most sumptuous interior of the building
with its marble clad walls, suspended,
glazed and coffered ceiling lit from
above, polished parquet floor, original
holophane light fittings and Vitruvian
scroll frieze along the cornice soffit. All
the furniture was walnut veneer and the
control panels beautifully detailed.

Turbine House B is also clad with faience
tiles, these ones being blue grey, and
the long wall divided into bays. The
style is austere, post-war and somewhat
classical in proportions. Control Room B
opens directly onto the Turbine House
and is strongly 1950s in feel with stainless
steel control panels arranged in an arc
and little decorative detail.
Battersea A was decommissioned in
1975 and Battersea B in 1983. The Power
Station has sat empty ever since, despite
a number of development attempts, until
now. The 42 acre site was purchased
by a Malaysian consortium in 2012 and
work has been steaming ahead to turn
the Power Station into a mixed use
development for commercial, retail and
residential use. Technology giant Apple
will be moving their London Campus to
Battersea Power Station in 2021.
Szerelmey is currently on site delivering
the substantial internal restoration and
refurbishment package.

The interior of Battersea B is similar in
layout to A but less ornate in finishes.
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N E W B U I L D S T O N E WO R K & FA I E N C E

PROJECT
FOCUS
SELFRIDGES

“ T H I S P R O J E C T WA S PA R T I C U L A R LY
INTERESTING GIVEN THE CHALLENGE OF
F I N D I N G T H I S U N U S U A L A N D L I V E LY G R E E N
A N D W H I T E S TO N E A N D F I N D I N G A Q U A R R Y
W H I C H C O U L D S U P P LY A B LO C K L A R G E
E N O U G H TO AC C O M M O DAT E T H E B E N C H
D E S I G N , W H I L E S T I L L M A I N TA I N I N G T H E
S U R FAC E A N D PAT T E R N I N T E N T. ”

F R O M B LO C K TO B E N C H

J O H N M AC E AC H I N
C O M M E R C I A L D I R E C TO R
S Z E R E L M E Y LT D

CLIENT – SELFRIDGES
M A I N C O N T R AC T O R – S I R R O B E R T M C A L P I N E
P R O J E C T A R C H I T E C T – DAV I D C H I P P E R F I E L D A R C H I T E C T S

O

ne of Szerelmey’s specialities is unusual
or complicated projects, or sometimes
both! We have recently completed a
really interesting project at Selfridges
that has included a number of different
elements, including the design, supply
and installation of a bespoke bench and drinking
fountain. The realisation of the bench and fountain has
been the culmination of a long journey that involved
a rigorous process of selection to find exactly the
right marble. The specification was for a lively green
and white stone, which was tough enough to endure
external placement and heavy public use. One of the
challenges was to find a block that displayed enough
colour but was also large enough to accommodate
the very large dimensions of the bench, with no flaws
or faults running through it.
The choice was narrowed down to two: Verde
Lapponia and Verde Luana. Our team travelled to
Italy to inspect the stone and found the Lapponia
displayed too much white and was not quite large
enough in block size, so this was rejected.

CURTIS GREEN

There is only one Verde Luana quarry found high
up in the mountains behind Querceta in a very rural
location. The mountain road to get to the quarry was
fairly treacherous and the last part of the journey was
off road and on mountain tracks – certainly a trip for
the dedicated and not the faint hearted. The small
quarry exhibits Luana with red and green elements,
which both appear in the same seam. This made the
acquisition of a purely green and white block slightly
more complicated, but the quarry owner was able
to show us a block, pre-cut, large enough for the
bench and exhibiting the right colour combination.
To ensure the block would facilitate carving the
bench, the bench profile was marked up on the
block and this also allowed the client to have a better
understanding of the spread of colour and pattern
across the piece. Once the client and architect were
happy, the block was purchased and transported
down the mountain to a factory just outside Carrara.
The block was worked here using CNC cutting
technology to achieve the organic shape of the
bench. Following this, the surface was shaped by a

handheld smoothing machine and then finally
finished off with a handheld bush hammering
tool to achieve the required surface texture. This
whole process took approximately five months
before the bench was ready to be shipped to
the UK for installation outside the new Selfridges
entrance on Duke Street. Production of the
drinking fountain was a much easier process
given the smaller size of the piece. Since being
installed both the bench and the fountain have
caused quite a stir and been much admired by
the general public.
Other work that Szerelmey carried out to the
exterior of the flagship store was the design,
supply and installation of a ‘stone carpet’ outside
the new entrance. This stunning feature, stone
entrance was also relatively complicated in terms
of the pattern and even more so to do with the
slope of the ground. The strong geometric pattern
is comprised of bands of azul Monica limestone
and black granite contrasting with Portuguese
moleanos limestone with a black granite
perimeter. There is a large variation in levels
between the store doorway and the pavement.
The team solved this problem by working to a
3D model of the paving and introducing shaped
paving pieces in strategic positions to avoid
diagonal cuts.
Inside the store we laid new terrazzo flooring,
sourced from Italy, across the new retail areas
including staircases and also installed Arebescato
features and columns inside the store, which have
been carefully vein matched on the corners to
make the columns appear as though they were
constructed from solid pieces.
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PROJECT
FOCUS
R OYA L O P E R A H O U S E
C L I E N T – R OYA L O P E R A H O U S E
M A I N C O N T R AC T O R – R I S E
P R O J E C T A R C H I T E C T – S TA N TO N W I L L I A M S A R C H I T E C T S

S

zerelmey has recently
completed an extensive
package of internal
stone works at the
Grade I listed Royal
Opera House, Covent
Garden; the second major phase of
works we have delivered there.
The iconic building, with its stunning
classical portico, is the third theatre
built on the site in Covent Garden,
the two previous structures being
destroyed by fire. Architect E. M. Barry
designed the present building in 1857.
By the 1980s the Royal Opera House
needed some renovation to bring
the facilities in line with modern
demands. Architect Jeremy Dixon in
collaboration with Bill Jack of BDP
won the competition and works began
in 1996 after the project was awarded
National Lottery funding.
Szerelmey was heavily involved in this
first phase of works, which consisted
of constructing the new piazza
arcade, supported on 29 columns
facing Covent Garden. Each column
measured five meters high and was
pre-set around a central steel shaft, in
total they weighed in at seven tonnes
each. The columns were prefabricated
offsite and transported to site in
single units. The design stipulated
no vertical joints in the stonework,
so each column was formed through
eight “slices” of stone with the
centre cut out (much like a polo in
appearance) that were threaded over
seven metre high stainless steel H
beams, and tensioned together for
transport. Once on site the columns
were erected with the steel H beams
bolting into the prepared foundations
and supporting structure of the arcade
with the stone remaining freestanding
and independent of the beam. This
was to allow movement through the
steel without impacting on the stone.
Fast forward two decades and
Szerelmey has just completed a
second phase of works at the Royal
Opera House: the Open Up Project,
this time in the interior. The overall
plan was to open up the interior of
the building, improving circulation as

well as the visitor experience. As part
of this, our works to the designs of
Stanton Williams Architects involved
extensive new stone flooring, stairs,
terrace and ramps and a new bar area.
The new feature staircase is clad in
large blocks of Crema Marfil stone
with integrated lighting and curved
glass panels. We also installed two
new bar fronts in Crema Marfil in the
Level 4 Amphitheatre restaurant and
cleaned the existing stonework on
the Winter Garden. Part of the project
involved creating a new entrance
foyer on Bow Street. We laid Royal
White and Kobra granite paving to

form a new terrace area above the
entrance and two remodelled sloping
staircases in addition to relaying the
old pavement to new gradients.
One of the key drivers for us when
delivering this prestigious project
was fitting into a tight schedule that
co-ordinated with the daily activities
of the theatre and keeping noise
disturbance to an absolute minimum.
As such the first part of the works
was delivered in three weeks during
the annual closure of the Royal Opera
House, and the remaining part of the
works undertaken while the theatre
remained in full public use.

R O YA L O P E R A H O U S E
OPENS TO THE PUBLIC

A

t 10am on Friday, 21st
September
the
Royal
Opera House will open
to daytime visitors for
the first time. This is the
culmination of a three year
building project which has transformed
dark and unloved spaces into naturally
lit public spaces to be enjoyed by all. The
scheme may seem relatively modest
with the only new space created being
a five meter extension into Bow Street
but large parts of the internal spaces
have been completely transformed.
During all this, front of house, it’s largely
been business as usual – albeit with
some concessions. We did consider
closing but decided against it for many
reasons – financially it would have been
disastrous, but ultimately it’s because
the Royal Opera House is a public body
that is here to create performance. If
you close, you’re taking that service
away from people for up to three years.
We have had to share one loading bay,
the sole entrance and exit point for
sets, catering and office equipment
and machinery. We’ve had to deal with
feeding and watering the audience
every night whilst converting all the
spaces usually used for that and we’ve
had to deal with restrictions on noise as
although most performances happen in
the evening there are rehearsals every
day and matinees. This has required
very careful planning and logistics.

Linbury had to come out and be rebuilt.
It was actually a good thing to discover
in the end because if it had been left,
there might have been the real danger
of the orchestra pit, and the orchestra
with it, falling through the floor!
The project is moving into its final stages.
This is the part that I love, where all the
spaces are built and you can suddenly
visualize everything in situ. The pallet is
very simple, we have beautiful creamy
Crema Marfil stone floors and counters
from Alicante, installed by Szerelmey
and walls of American Walnut. The
whole project is creating something
accessible, practical and beautiful; it is
going to be quite extraordinary.

S A R A H YO U N G E R
OPEN UP PROJECT
D I R E C TO R
ROYAL OPERA HOUSE

But for all the planning ahead there are
aspects that can’t be second-guessed.
When the Bow Street Magistrates Court
over the road undertook building works,
they unearthed a Saxon burial site and
we fully expected to find something
similar here, but there was no trace
of anything archaeological. Instead
we uncovered a tributary of the river
Fleet that, in the time since the original
Linbury Studio Theatre was built, had
nudged up the water table by one metre.
When we dug out the old orchestra pit
we discovered it was waterlogged and
rotting. The entire basement of the
S Z E R E L M E Y | F I N E S S E M AG A Z I N E
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H O L L A N D PA R K V I L L A S ,
CAMPDEN HILL
C L I E N T – N AT I V E L A N D
M A I N C O N T R AC T O R – M U LT I P L E X
P R O J E C T A R C H I T E C T – J O H N M C A S L A N + PA R T N E R S A N D J O H N R O B E R T S O N A R C H I T E C T S

S

zerelmey has recently completed
the external stone package of
works for Holland Park Villas, a
substantial, high end residential
development in the Royal Borough
of Kensington and Chelsea. The
development has created 68 prime residential
apartments four penthouses, and in addition to
this a gymnasium, swimming pool, landscaped
gardens and wine store. Our scope of works
involved two separate packages, the first being
the installation of all of the SFS system and
external stone cladding, and secondly the hard
landscaping to create the residents’ garden.
The facade area of the project totalled
approximately 83,000 square metres, of which
a significant proportion comprised the external
stone cladding in Branco Imperial, a pale cream
Portuguese limestone. Substantial solid stone
spandrels were installed at each floor level,
measuring 400mm high x 200mm wide with
lengths varying between 1.1-1.5m long; each
spandrel being manufactured in one piece. These
substantial pieces were fixed back into ancon
channel using T bolts. In between the spandrels,
stone panels were installed at 50mm thick
and fixed back with stainless steel restraints.
Szerelmey was responsible for installing the
glass Juliette balconies, the stonework as well
as to the soffits on the penthouse, which were
installed as a lightweight system with 6mm stone
fixed to a 19mm aluminium honeycomb backing.
The hard landscaping included installing large
granite steps weighing between 500kg to
one tonne each, all the limestone cladding to
the planters and limestone copings along the

boundary walls. We installed granite copings
to the internal courtyard moat edge and
limestone cladding to the car park vents. The
project was not without its challenges, the
main one being the constricted site with just
a single access road and all vehicles having
to be carefully walked in and out of the site.

W H AT I S A
LIGHTWEIGHT
S T O N E S YS T E M ?
Generally Szerelmey strongly advocates big,
solid pieces of stone, but occasionally we are
asked to install a lightweight stone system –
normally due to weight constraints and often
on soffits. The stone slab is selected and a sheet
of aluminium honeycomb backing adhered
to both sides. The slab is cut in half and the
exposed stone face finished to the honed or
polished requirement. Generally the stone is
around 6mm and the backing around 19mm.
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HANDMADE ARCHITECTURAL
TERRA COTTA AND FAIENCE

AC A D E M Y H O U S E
CLIENT – SPORTS DIRECT
M A I N C O N T R AC T O R – I S G
PROJECT ARCHITECT – JOHN ROBERTSON ARCHITECTS

I

n our last edition of finesse we
published a detailed piece on
Academy House while we were on site
and delivering the project. Our work,
the design, supply and installation of
the faience facade is now complete
and looks stunning. Understandably one of the
major hurdles when working with faience is
developing the right colour glaze, which can be
quite a process and can involve many very slight
variations. The team at Szerelmey and Darwen
Terracotta worked extremely hard liaising with
the architect and through them, the client, to
agree on the final colour, and it seems the long
development journey was worth it. The blue
faience units exhibit a subtle and appealing
variation in tone. They appear to alter slightly as
sunlight hits them, making the facade extremely
visually interesting and constantly changing.
The faience, which is all completely hand produced
on this building, has a strongly geometric, ridged
profile. It can be difficult to achieve precision
when working with hand produced faience
as it is prone to tolerances during the firing
process and has an artisan appearance; this is
something we go to great lengths to explain
to clients early on in projects. Despite this, the
Academy House faience is remarkably straight
and true and is a credit to the manufacturer.
The faience pieces, which are 35mm thick, were
individually restrained and fixed back to 80%
concrete and 20% steel framework using stainless
steel ties. Szerelmey typically drills the fixing
holes in the faience on site, rather than having
them pre-drilled. This allows our experienced
faience fixers to manipulate how the pieces are
installed to achieve the best visual result. The
fixing systems and the faience were impact
tested by Sandbergs at our yard in Vauxhall.

A F E W FAC T S
O N FA I E N C E
Faience can be hand produced using any of
three different manufacturing processes: hand
pressing, slip casting or ram pressing. It can
also be produced by machine, which is called
extruded faience or extrusion. There is a world
of difference between hand produced and
extruded faience both visually and very often in
price. The manufacturing of faience, particularly
hand produced, invariably involves a long lead
in period. Szerelmey suggests clients look at
24 weeks from design to delivery on site as a
guideline.

Lead in – long on hand produced faience, 24
weeks average
Price – moderate to high dependent on a
number of variables
Scope – virtually limitless for hand produced
in terms of shape and colour. Size limited to
max 1m x 1m. Extruded faience is limited on
shape and colour unless sprayed by hand. Size
length up to 1.5m but width and depth limited
depending on size of extrusion machine.
Performance – excellent thermal qualities and
highly fire resistant. Extremely easy to clean,
repair, restore and replace damaged elements.

DARWEN TERRACOTTA & FAIENCE

HANDCRAFTED IN BRITAIN
A House For Essex

One Eagle Place, Piccadilly

Plaquemine Lock

Haddo Yard, Kent

Floral Street, Covent Garden

Academy House

For enquiries please contact Jon Wilson:
telephone: 07581 558 039
email: jonwilson@darwenterracoמּa.com
or visit darwenterracoמּa.com

O N E B I S H O P S G AT E P L A Z A
CLIENT – UOL
M A I N C O N T R AC T O R – L E N D L E A S E
PROJECT ARCHITECT – PLP ARCHITECTURE

S

zerelmey is currently on
site with this complicated
project
that
involves
restoration, new stonework,
new
faience,
recreation
of a historic facade and
an ornate cupola. The project has
presented several challenges including
the extent of damage to the existing
historic facade revealed when paint
was removed and the matching of new
stone to existing. In addition the site is
extremely restricted due to its location.
Here we take a look at the project from
the perspective of the architect and the
main contractor.

WO R K I N P RO G R E S S

THE ARCHITECT’S
PERSPECTIVE
“I
inherited
the
One
Bishopsgate
project, which
was a project
that had been
in the office
for some time,
although
I
wasn’t involved
with the original
M A R K K E L LY
c o n s e n t .
PA R T N E R
When I learnt P L P A R C H I T E C T U R E
that
planning
permission envisaged the retention
and extension of the existing building
and facade utilising the same original
materials, I was a little concerned. At
that time we didn’t understand the
current state of the stone or the amount
of restoration required. My experience
of facade or building retention is based
on one or two projects and I knew that
we needed some assistance from an
historic buildings consultant. Donald
Insall Associates were the obvious
choice for us since we had successfully
worked with them elsewhere. Once
they were part of the team they were
able to carry out a non-invasive survey
to suggest where repairs were required
but it was only when we were able to
strip off 120 years of paint that we were
truly able to gauge how unkind the years
had been to the stone. We very quickly
realised that the original requirements
within the planning permission, to use
the existing materials in the extension
elements of the facade, were going to

I M AG E S H O W I N G E X T E N T O F DA M AG E

have to be re-thought and that trying
to blend exposed and heavily repaired
existing facade elements with brand
new stone was not going to work.
We also knew that we would have to
commence a dialogue with the planners
that looked at painting or staining the
facade to achieve an appearance that
would be acceptable to all parties.
There is always some degree of
adaptation required when working with
existing building elements that are to
be retained.”

T H E CO N T R AC T
D I R E C T O R’ S
PERSPECTIVE
“From
our
perspective
as
specialist
subcontractor
for
the
restoration and
stonework, this
project
has
presented
a
couple of really
interesting
PETER MCCOLM
hurdles. First off,
CO N T R AC TS
it is important
D I R E C TO R
SZERELMEY
to understand
the building as it
currently is. There is an existing historic
facade, or rather, half a historic facade
on Bishopsgate. During demolition the
other half of this building was removed
and this is to be replaced as part of the
new development with all the historical
details perfectly duplicated from the
existing. This is exactly the type of

stonework that Szerelmey loves to do,
with the replication of ornate, historic
detailing making a welcome change
from the more typical flat cladding we
tend to do. In order to achieve the best
results we are carrying out 3D imaging
of the existing historic capitals. This
information will be used for the 3D
models required for the CNC machines
to cut the new capitals for the replica
facade.
The existing building was covered in a
heavy masonry paint. We carried out a
number of trials with different chemicals
for the paint stripping before settling on
a very effective process that has worked
superbly. Once the paint was removed
the extent of the historic damage to the
stonework was revealed. The damage
has been chiefly caused by the removal
of the projecting cornice above at
some point in the building’s history. The
extent of the damage is a testament to
the importance of weathering details,
which we cannot stress enough. The
cornice will be replaced and extended
across to the new facade. Further
damage was caused through bomb
damage.
Another consideration in this build
was minimizing the movement joints
on the replica facade. The existing
historic facade, with its load bearing
construction does not have movement
joints, but the new facade requires them
due to the construction approach, they
therefore need to be as unobtrusive
as possible. A steel beam has been
incorporated to span between the
structural steel columns behind the
new stone facade. The beam takes the
load of the stone only enabling the
joint to be half the size of a typical joint
where the stone loads directly onto the
structural slab.”

T H E FAC A D E
SPECIALIST’S
PERSPECTIVE
“There is always
an interesting,
and at times
a
challenging,
relationship
b e t w e e n
the
different
elements
that
have to come
t o g e t h e r
to
deliver
construction
p r o j e c t s ,
especially one
as complex and

DA R R E L L B A L D W I N
S E N I O R FAC A D E
SPECIALIST
LENDLEASE

diverse as One Bishopsgate Plaza. It is a
fine balance to facilitate the architect’s
vision within the client’s budget to
deliver a building that works, and in
cases of heritage buildings that adheres
to any restrictions from Heritage bodies.
Working with responsible and reputable
trade contractors such as Szerelmey,
with whom we have an excellent
relationship, helps enormously when
coordinating
design,
programme,
logistics and installation within strict
Health & Safety requirements to achieve
a product of the highest quality and
aesthetic.
With a few exceptions, my role within
the Lendlease Facade team means
that I’m usually engaged on modern
highly glazed facade projects, so to
combine this with the nature of the
work required to restore and replicate
the facades of Devonshire House is
challenging, fascinating and surprising
in equal measure. Drawing together
the old and the new buildings is a
contemporary glazed diagrid feature
roof and a bronze anodised aluminium
‘shingle’ roof that sits atop Devonshire
House, further adding to the complexity
of the project.
The existing stone facade to Devonshire
House was originally thought to be
constructed from Portland limestone
with elements of Bath stone detailing,
however after paint removal trials and
through petrographic analysis it proved
to be constructed only from Bath stone.
At some period during the life of the
building, the top cornice had been cut
back thus exposing the facade below to
the extremes of weather causing severe
degradation of the intricate detailing.
Not only does Szerelmey have to repair
these elements but they also have to
replicate them for the new sections of
facade that have to faithfully match
the existing, detail by detail. Working
with PLP, DIA and the City of London
Planners to provide a replicated
facade using modern day construction
techniques, may be challenging, but will
be justified by the final outcome.”
S Z E R E L M E Y | F I N E S S E M AG A Z I N E
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Artistic and Architectural Works
Terrazzo alla Veneziana
Venetian Marmorino
www.morseletto.com

Cavea Arcari Project – Vicenza, Italy
by David Chipperfield Architects Milan
Lighting project by Mario Nanni
with
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SZERELMEY GB
B U I L D I N G AC RO S S T H E U K

O

ur Szerelmey GB division undertakes projects primarily
outside the M25 circle and across the length and
breadth of the UK including the Channel Islands. The
company has delivered numerous award winning
buildings and schemes and is headed up by Operations
Manager Ryno Nel and his team of highly experienced
professionals. Like the London-based company Szerelmey Ltd,
GB offers a complete service from pre-tender consultation to the
design, supply and installation of complex projects including their
full project management. Szerelmey GB works across all sectors and
specialises in stone, faience and hard bodied materials for external
cladding, internal applications and bespoke hard landscaping.

JUST COMPLETED
We have recently completed extensive projects
in Oxford and Cambridge – The Sultan Nazrin
Shah Centre, Worcester College, Oxford and the
University Arms Hotel, Cambridge. These two
projects demonstrate the range of our works from
complicated external stonework, radiating fins, hard
landscaping and internal stone to brickwork, load
bearing stone, concrete and decorative stonework!

Another project we have also recently finished
is a large private residence in the countryside
surrounding Winchester. This large contemporary
home features a combination of pre-cast concrete,
Purbeck ashlar cladding and unusually large areas
of coursed, rubble flint walling. The project was not
without complications partly due to site restrictions
brought about from it being in an area of scientific
interest.

ON SITE
Szerelmey GB are currently on site in Yorkshire, building the largest
private residence in the county built in the last two hundred years.
The project involves extensive brickwork with stone dressings.
Further south, we have finished initial hard landscaping works at
Birmingham City Centre with more to follow, in Oxford we are on site
at St John’s College delivering the stonework elements of the new
Library and Study Centre and in Bath we are installing the external
stone cladding at Polden Corner, student accommodation.
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PROJECT
FOCUS
T H E S U LTA N N A Z R I N S H A H C E N T R E
C L I E N T – W O R C E S T E R C O L L E G E , OX F O R D
M A I N C O N T R AC T O R – B E A R D
PROJECT ARCHITECT – NIALL MCLAUGHLIN ARCHITECTS

T

he Nazrin Shah Centre has just been
shortlisted for the RIBA Stirling Prize. It
is one of only six buildings shortlisted
with the winner to be announced on
October 10th. The building, which was
delivered by our GB team, has already
won the RIBA South Building of the Year award
and separate from RIBA, has been entered into the
Natural Stone Awards – we are keeping our fingers
crossed.

NAT I O N W I D E

The new building is named after alumni and benefactor
HRH Nazrin Shah, Sultan of Perak and provides a
new auditorium, theatre building and administrative
space for Worcester College, Oxford. The sustainable
design by Niall McLaughlin Architects incorporates
natural materials, stone and timber, and compliments
the heritage aspects of the site; it extends beyond
the building itself to include gardens, courtyards and
a water feature. The GB team carried out the design,
supply and installation of all of the stonework,
internally and externally as well as the secondary
supporting structures. The building is distinctive
through the design of its imposing stone fins which
radiate internally and externally on a wedge shaped
footplate, with all the stone being British Clipsham
limestone.

CELEBRATING
INSPIRATIONAL
DESIGN

We were delighted that our locally quarried Clipsham limestone was chosen for the
award-winning Sultan Nazrin Shah Centre, par t of Worcester College in Oxford.

“ Traditional

materials that have stood

However, we don’t just supply the stone – in this case, 500 tonnes of our finest

the test of time are less likely to go in
and out of fashion and so these give our
architecture a timeless quality. With stone
we appreciate the whole-life cost benefits
– it is robust, long-lasting, requires minimal
ongoing maintenance and ages gracefully.”

masonry grade limestone. We own the quarries as well, so you can be confident

Tom McGlynn, Niall McLaughlin Architects

Designed from the very beginning to harmonise beautifully with its environment, this
wonderful building was constructed using natural materials, primarily limestone and
timber. While our stone is frequently specified for refurbishments and restorations, it
was exciting to contribute to such an ambitious and innovative project.

about provenance and reassured about consistency. Having acquired our third quarry,
we’re now the exclusive supplier of Clipsham limestone globally.
With guaranteed reserves for 900 years, we’re looking forward to helping create
more buildings like Nazrin Shah.
Find out why so many architects and specifiers choose Clipsham limestone for their
projects – request your sample at www.stamfordstone.co.uk.

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM AT: Swaddywell Quarry, Stamford Road, Helpston. PE6 7EL

01780 740970 | www.stamfordstone.co.uk

U N I V E R S I T Y A R M S H OT E L
C L I E N T – C U A P R O P E R T Y LT D
M A I N C O N T R AC T O R – R G C A R T E R
PROJECT ARCHITECT – JOHN SIMPSON ARCHITECTS

T

he University Arms Hotel on
Regents Street, Cambridge is a
192 room, world class hotel that
recently opened its doors to
the public after a long period of
restoration and transformation.
The hotel is the oldest in Cambridge and was
originally opened as a coaching inn in the 1840s.
It overlooks Parkers Piece, an area of parkland
and is the latest of a number of projects that
Szerelmey GB has delivered in the university town.
Our GB team was contracted to carry out an
extensive package of works including new build
stonework, brickwork and refurbishment of
the historic building. We were responsible for
the new brickwork facade, installing a single
brick wall restrained back to the concrete
slab edge using stainless steel restraints. In
addition we installed the Clipsham stone plinths
and precast cills, string courses and copings.
The front facade of the building is dominated by
a Porte Cochere which Szerelmey constructed
using load bearing Clipsham stone cladding at
150mm thickness and varying lengths. The stone
columns are solid, free standing and load bearing.
Each column is 3.5m high x 800mm diameter,
constructed in three pieces and with decorative
capitals. Stainless steel rods were threaded
through the columns to stabilise the pieces.
The Porte Cochere reflects a hybrid solution
and a combination of traditional masonry with

grey back precast concrete. The fluted
columns are solid, the corner columns are
brick backed with stone courses. At the top
there is a light weight solution of precast
concrete backing with stone cladding. The
whole structure is engineered for overall
stability so if a vehicle impacts a column,
the structure will remain stable. At the
very top of the grey back is a ring beam
which holds the whole structure in place.

FA I E N C E P R O D U C T I O N
METHODS

O
D E S I G N & T E C H N O L O GY

ver the past five to six years there
has been a resurgence of interest
in the use of this quirky material
in construction, and to meet this
market demand Szerelmey has
established a specialist faience
team. There is nothing new about
using faience in construction; it is thought to
have been developed by the ancient Egyptians
but came into widespread use during the 19th
and early 20th centuries in England, Continental
Europe and America. Interestingly at that time
faience was a cheaper alternative to stone.
The reasons faience became popular several
hundred years ago remain as valid today: faience
is fire resistant; easy to clean; easy to repair or
replace units; has great longevity; can be formed
into virtually any shape and produced in virtually
any colour – it is the dream material for architects
and clients with a strong artistically-led vision.
There are four methods for manufacturing
faience for use in construction. These methods all
produce a very different finished product, impact
on programme and have cost implications.
Each manufacturer, with a few exceptions, will
specialise in one or two of these methods. It is
important to engage very early with a specialist
such as ourselves, as we can advise on the
best manufacturing process to fit the project
and the most suitable manufacturer. This will
save time and expense further down the line.

MODEL AND
MOULD MAKING
Before a faience piece can be manufactured
first a model has to be made, and from this a
reverse plaster mould is created. The exception
to this is when manufacturing using extrusion,
in which case a metal die is fabricated. Models
are generally made using CAD software and
a CNC cutting machine with models cut from
recyclable polystyrene, or they might be made
using a five axis cutting machine which works
on plaster or polystyrene. In some cases the
models may be made by hand, out of clay, by
skilled craftsmen. Once the model has been
made a reverse plaster mould is made.
All models and moulds are sized larger than the
final piece required to allow for the natural clay
shrinkage during firing.
1. Hand Pressed
This is the traditional method of manufacturing
faience, with the clay literally pressed by hand
into the mould and compressed through the use

of rubber mallets applied to all five faces of the
mould. The plaster dehydrates the clay, allowing
the piece to hold its form when released from
the mould – the clay normally stays in the mould
for one to two days depending on the size of the
piece. This is the most time consuming of the
forming methods and is generally only used for
very intricate or detailed elements.
2. Slip Cast
Slip casting is when a liquid clay slip is poured
into the moulds to a tightly controlled thickness.
The clay is allowed to set and partially dry before
being removed from the mould and finished by
hand, it normally needs to set over night or for
two days if a very large piece. This process is
useful for hollow elements (such as beer pulls
for example) and here again a relatively high
level of detail can be achieved. This process is
faster than hand pressing.
3. Ram Pressed
This process is extremely efficient and the
quickest of the ‘hand’ methods, although
achieves the least detail. In this method a
clay slug is placed onto a two-part die and
hydraulically pressed into the form. Air forces
water in the plaster die to the surface releasing
the piece from the mould. Each piece is then
finished by hand. The maximum size for this
type of forming is around 760 x760 x 400mm.
Hand Finishing
For each of the above three manufacturing
processes, each clay piece is hand finished,
rough edges smoothed off and any missing
details added.
Drying
Once the pieces have been hand finished
they are transferred to drying rooms. The
pieces are allowed to air dry for anywhere
between two days to three weeks at room
temperature, before being transferred
to fully automated, humidity controlled
drying rooms where they will stay for
around four to eight days.
Glazing
Once dried, the pieces are glazed by hand.
The glaze is normally applied in one or
more thin layers, and in a variety of ways
to achieve different finishes and textures.

Firing

profile for the pieces. As the pieces leave the
die they are cut to roughly 10% larger than the
final design intent.

Once glazed the pieces are transferred
to the kiln where they will be fired for
approximately 40 hours with temperatures
around 1200oC.

The pieces are allowed to air dry lying flat on
racks before being transferred into special
drying rooms. The air is carefully circulated to
ensure the clay dries evenly.

4. Extrusion

Once they have dried, the pieces are glazed.
Normally in extrusion facilities the glaze is
applied by machine, though in some cases
it is applied by hand. Following glazing, the
pieces are fired, typically in a tunnel kiln, and
as they leave the kiln they are cut to an exact
longitudinal length.

This is the fourth of the manufacturing processes
and is entirely machine-led. The clay is fed via a
mechanised system into an extrusion machine
which has a ‘project specific’ metal die attached
to one end. The clay is forced through the die
at high and consistent pressure to form the

HAND
PRESSED

SLIP CAST

RAM
PRESSED

EXTRUSION

COST
EFFECTIVENESS

On small projects

On small to
medium projects

On small to large
projects

Only on large
projects

SPEED
EFFICIENCY

Least efficient

More efficient

Very efficient

Most efficient

TOLERANCES

+ or - 1 to 2 %

+ or - 1 to 2 %

+ or - 1 %

Accurate in cut
direction

SIZE

Max
1m x 1m x 400mm

Max
1m x 1m x 400mm

Max size of press
760mm x 760mm
x 400mm

Max size of
machine 1.75m x
600mm x 120mm

SHAPE

Any

Any

No overhang

Flat with profile

ARTISTIC
EFFECTS

Any – glazing by
hand

Any – glazing by
hand

Any – glazing by
hand

Limited - typically
glazes by machine

COLOUR

Any

Any

Any

Any

APPEARANCE

Artisan

Artisan

Artisan

Machined

Please contact the office for further information on faience, or to book a RIBA
accredited CPD on: The Use of Faience and Terracotta in Modern Buildings.
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Building: Rathbone and Newman Passages
Architect: Make Architects
Product: TerraClad®
www.BostonValley.uk

F L OAT I N G S T O N E
S TA I RC A S E

S

ometimes
the
most
simple
looking
structures
can
be
the result of complex
engineering, and the
‘floating stone staircase’
is a case in point. A recent project
has involved the design and build
of a two flight, stone, single storey
scissor stair with a free standing,
cantilevered half landing. The design
incorporates a light grey limestone,
with each tread formed from one
single piece of stone. The secret to
‘floating’ structures like this, aside
from clever engineering, is the use of
a post tensioned system. The tensile
properties of the Macalloy rods and
the compressive strength of the
stone combine to hold the structure
in place.
Each flight of stairs has three end
threaded Macalloy rods running
through their waists, which are
attached to steel plates at the base
of the bottom flight and the top
of the top flight. These steel plates
form part of the steel assemblies
that connect back to the reinforced
concrete framed structure. There are
additional steel anchor plates at the
half landing level and it is here that
the jacking points to tension the rods
are located. These anchor plates
are connected to the half landing
assembly, which transfers forces
between the two stair flights as well
as cantilevering off the two flights.

Before commencing construction
of the staircase, a propping support
frame is put in place to take the full
stair weight load plus an allowance
for construction live loading. Once
erected the first tread is installed
leaving a 5mm joint between the
bottom tread and base anchor
plate. This joint is grouted with a
high strength, non-shrink grout. The
next treads are installed onto the
temporary support frame, each with
a 5mm, fully mortared joint. The three
Macalloy bars are inserted for the
bottom flight. The top flight treads
are installed and the Macalloy bars
inserted and fixed to the anchor point
at the top of the top flight. Once the
treads are all in place and the Macalloy
bars are in place, then the Macalloy
bars are post tensioned incrementally.
When fully tensioned the rod sleeve
voids are fully grouted. Following this,

the staircase is left for a minimum of
72 hours, still fully supported by the
temporary frame. The strain gauges
are checked to ensure there has been
no change in the strain of the rod and
if these are clear then the support
frame is carefully removed. Once the
staircase is free standing it is left for a
further 72 hours with no loading. After
this, the stair is load tested to a preagreed regime with the strain gauges
monitored.
The half landing is fully clad in stone,
and this combined with the treads
adds up to a weight of three tonnes.
All of which is supported by just two
points, at the top and the bottom of
the staircase. The Szerelmey Design
team worked with Price & Myers
structural engineers to facilitate the
design of this staircase.

The staircase was modelled in 3D,
using 1D linear elements to assess
the internal forces acting on each of
the elements. The stone contained
a substantial amount of veining and
due to the nature of the stone it is
not clear whether these are simply a
visual feature or whether it will affect
strength and require consideration in
the stone arrangement or orientation.
Extensive destructive stone testing
was carried out relevant to each
direction of the veining. The results
of the tests were then used in the
finite element model to assess what
magnitude of post tensioning is
required. The system is designed to
be sufficiently tensioned to prevent
the stone joints opening up but not
over tensioned so it crushes the
stone. Long term shrinkage and
drying of the stone and beddings has
also been considered as these would
affect the magnitude of tensioning.
S Z E R E L M E Y | F I N E S S E M AG A Z I N E
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INTERIOR STONE
THE STONE
C O N S U LTA N T ’ S V I E W

N

B Y DA R R E N A N D E R S O N

atural stone is firmly
established as a popular
building
material.
Worldwide,
there
are
modern
and
historic
built
examples
that
are a testament to the beauty and
performance of this material, and the
skill of those who design and build with
it.
As one of a team of stone consultants
at FMDC, I can say we have all enjoyed
being involved in stone projects
worldwide as well as being part of
project teams delivering some of the
most challenging stone buildings in
London. For us, the enjoyment comes
from sharing our knowledge, learning
from others with different experiences
and building upon our knowledge as
new stones are introduced to the market
and designs or programme aspirations
become more ambitious.
Over the past five years, with the
explosion
of
prime
residential
developments
in
London,
our
involvement in interior stone design
and fit-out has increased. As such it
is important to highlight several key
considerations in stone selection and
design that should be addressed in the
very early stages of a project, to avoid
unwelcome surprises with regards cost,
availability, practicality or programme
as the project progresses.
Achieving the right aesthetic of interior
finishes is critical, this can make the
difference between a stunning or an
average looking space. The process
becomes more complex when technical,
cost, and programme aspects are
thrown into the mix, particularly with
large developments where the quality
and appearance needs to be repeatable.
Finding the balance between these
elements without upsetting the visual
intent is a challenge and relies on
effective communication and coordination between experienced team
members.
With respect to the aesthetic, life
starts with designers making reference
to small handheld samples of stone
and their vision is conveyed using

sophisticated 3D rendering software.
This is a logical starting point but will
lead to problems later in the project
if the design progresses without a
good understanding of the visual
character of the stones being specified,
particularly as they are often marbles,
limestones and onyxes with highly
variable visual characteristics. Before
tender documentation is issued, the
designer should be confident they have
selected stones that can satisfy their
visual intent with ease, and have clearly
explained this visual requirement, along
with the acceptable limits of character
in the stone, in tender documentation.
We encourage designers to visit
suppliers early in the design process,
to fully understand the nature of the
stone. This is a good time to discuss
project specifics such as vein matching,
availability of the stone and minimizing
waste from a slab. A supplier visit can
be very productive in terms of sound
design information, providing a good
return against the time taken out of the
office.
The technical suitability of any
material used in interiors needs to
be assessed by checking available
technical
information,
supplier’s
recommendations and built examples.
Designers need to understand which
applications a given stone is suited to
and its limitations. A large variety of
stones are now available to choose
from, which is both good and bad! A
pro being the wonderful choice, while
the con comes in trying to determine
the technical suitability of the stone.
Some stone samples are often given
non-traditional or new names that
do not help in identification of the
stone, whilst technical data is often
unavailable and there can be no track
record of previous use. This situation
presents a risk of a stone being found to
be unsuitable leading to an alternative
stone needing to be found, often at
short notice. A change of stone could
impact the rest of the materials / colour
palette for a room. If the client likes
the appearance of a stone of unknown
performance, project specific tests
should be carried out prior to tender to
assess the suitability of the stone.

DA R R E N A N D E R S O N
D I R E C TO R
FMDC

Other technical challenges, specific to
prime residential, relate to the use of
stone in and around swimming pool,
spa and steam areas. Some stones are
at risk of deterioration through cyclic
changes in moisture, temperature
and contact with certain chemicals.
Specific tests will be required to assess
the likely performance of the stone in
service.
The slip resistance of floor finishes
is often neglected early on in the
project. The problems arise when a
stone contractor tendering the stone
package will inform the project team
that a floor with a smooth finish is
unlikely to achieve the specified slip
resistance value if tested in the wet
condition. Early in the design process,
designers should identify which floor
finishes will need to be slip resistant in
the wet condition so the slip resistance
options e.g. applying a textured finish
or anti-slip treatment to the surface of
the stone, can be discussed with the
client. Each solution has its pros and
cons, for example a textured finish is a
far cry from the visual intent of smooth,
reflective floors shown in the project
renderings.
“The selection and design of stone for
interiors is challenging but ultimately
rewarding. When designing with
stone it is easy to make assumptions
with regards availability, appearance
and technical performance, and
assumptions can lead to unwelcome
surprises later in the design process!
Stone is a unique material and
one I encourage designers to use.
Embrace its character and respect its
limitations!”

4th generation in stone business
tradition, persistence, dedication, passion, positive energy, 12 own quarries
make from Solancis a unique company

I S YO U R
STONE TOUGH
ENOUGH?
As part of our full package of services, Szerelmey
facilitates and manages the necessary testing that
needs to be carried out on materials and structures
prior to their use on site. Some testing, such as Soft
Body Impact can take place in our yard at Vauxhall
where we typically build mock ups. The testing is
carried out by an independent testing house such as
Sandbergs.
A recent complex project required testing loading
capacity and design requirements, provided by
structural engineers, to facilitate fully load bearing,
solid limestone storey height columns. Given the
complexity and onerous loading, two rounds of testing
were undertaken. The first was carried out by Vinci
Technology. Nine 1/3 scale solid stone columns with
post-tensioned tensile steel rods threaded through
were tested at Vinci to the structural engineer’s design
specification. The columns were placed in a loading jig
with the required load cell placed above them. Some
of the columns were tested to the specification whilst
others were tested to destruction.
Based on the results of these tests, two full scale solid
limestone columns were constructed at BRE’s Watford
site to be tested using their larger equipment. The
columns, constructed of four blocks of stone each,
mortared together and with post-tensioned rods
threaded through measured 2.7m tall x 1m diameter.
Each column was subjected to four different loading
regimes:

was applied to the surface of the pier using pneumatic
jacks mounted to the load press to replicate a 2.25kN/
m2 UDL wind load. Image shows the column in the
loading machine with the lateral load applications
at mid height of the individual blocks. In this test,
the maximum displacement in the same location as
above was recorded as 0.04mm. The compression
of the column was the same as test 1 and there were
no appreciable failures of the stone, grout or joints
observed.

Lateral test load replicating accidental load case,
excluding elastomeric bearings and rotation
To facilitate this test a bespoke load frame was
developed to receive the column and apply a lateral
load to replicate an accidental load of 34kN/m2. Image
shows the column set up in the load frame. This test
revealed the same displacement results as tests 1 and
2, and there were no appreciable failures of the stone,
grout or joints observed.

Vertical test load including elastomeric bearings and
rotation
This test was carried out using BRE’s 5000kN
compressive testing machine and the columns tested
to a maximum of 1800kN, which represented 1.5x
the design working load for the pier. Rotations were
set to one side of the pier to reflect the specification
based on the building position. The testing revealed a
maximum displacement in one location of 0.1mm, when
the load was removed the residual displacement was
0.06mm. Average readings revealed the pier shortened
by approximately 5mm under the maximum test load.
No appreciable failures of the stone, grout or joints
were observed.

Vertical test load with lateral wind load including
elastomeric bearings and rotation
This test was undertaken using the same machine as
the first test. For this one an additional lateral wind load

Vertical test load, excluding elastomeric bearings and
rotation
The final test saw the column returned to the 5000kN
compressive test machine. The elastomeric bearings
and rotation were removed and replaced with steel
packing plates to enable an even application of load to
the stainless steel bearing plates that would form part
of the fixing system. The bespoke packing arrangement
locked into the upstand on the stainless steel plate
and also avoided the nut and washer on the post
tensioning bar. A bedding plaster was used to ensure
further levelling of the load application area. The target
maximum load in this test was 4050kN, representing
2.7x the design ultimate load of the columns. This final,
onerous test revealed the maximum displacement in
the same location as tests 1, 2 and 3 was recorded as
0.14mm. There was some minor spalling of the mortar
bed between blocks 2 and 3 and a small piece of flaked
stone in the same location at a load of 3200kN. When
the load was increased to 3550kN, a crack appeared
at the bottom of block 4 at approximately 0.2mm
wide. The testing was stopped at this point, which was
approximately 2.5x the loading specified.

OWN QUARRIES
HIGH-TEC MACHINERY
40 YEARS EXPERIENCE

know more at

www.pardaisgranites.com
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VeroStone GmbH
Your partner for inspired natural
stone solutions – all around
the globe
VeroStone GmbH
Willibaldstr. 38 | 85072 Eichstaett | Germany
Tel.: +49-8421-97300 | Fax.: +49-8421-973030
infoservice.verostone@sto.com | www.vero-stone.com

The forces of nature have formed VeroStone Jura Limestone and
Shell Limestone over millions of years. The Roman Empire used these
valuable stones to build their forts and living quarters. Today the same
stone from Bavaria, Southern Germany is in demand all over the world
– for private buildings, for corporate facades and floors, sculptures, in
gardens and in landscaping.
The natural stones are extracted in VeroStone’s own quarries and
processed down to the last detail in modern production facilities.
Efficient logistics combined with motivated and experienced specialists
are the foundation for worldwide success.
Our global network of representatives remains on hand to assist
international projects with focus on the clients’ requirements.

NOT JUST
STONE ...

S

zerelmey has a long history
in the stone and restoration
industry and this is chiefly
what the company is
known for. However, we
also specialise in a wide
range of other hard bodied materials
and can offer advice and help on the
suitability of materials for different
functions. In addition to a wide range
of materials, we undertake backing
structures and wall build ups as part
of our package and can provide
everything from the frame out including
all membranes. Szerelmey has a large
in-house design department of design
technicians, engineers and architecttrained designers and undertakes all
calculations and design of the wall build
up and material components.

Agglomerate is produced from a mix
of natural stone and other aggregate
(glass, ceramics, mirror) bound via
resin and filler or hydraulic cement and
water or a mixture of both. Generally
agglomerate is produced in blocks or
slabs to be cut into tiles. Both materials
have lead in periods. Recent projects
include new flooring at Selfridges, One
New Oxford Street and Tate Britain.
Mosaic
We work with stone and glass mosaics,
typically in high end residential
developments,
private
residences,
hotels and public buildings. Lead in
periods are key with mosaics, which are
generally handmade. Projects include
Coworth Park, Natural History Museum,
Grosvenor Square.

Faience and Terracotta
Szerelmey has a specialist team that
works on faience and terracotta
projects. This material is particularly
quirky in its handmade form and
requires experience and skill in design,
manufacture and installation. Lead
in periods are key with this material.
We work with a number of trusted
suppliers, with recent projects including
the Rathbone Passageways – the first of
their kind in London, Academy House,
30 Broadwick Street and 48 Carey
Street.

Glazed Brick
Typically glazed brick projects are
often part of a larger stone, faience or
traditional brick package. A stunning
recent project is 30 Broadwick Street.

Brick
Often, though not always, we undertake
new brick packages as part of a stone
or faience package. Unusual or historic
bricks for restoration projects, can have
a long lead in period whereas more usual
bricks are generally readily available.
Recent projects include Ravenswick
House, Yorkshire, 87 Avenue Road,
London, 30 Broadwick Street.
Terrazzo and Agglomerate
Terrazzo and agglomerates are a
popular interior flooring choice, and we
work with these materials frequently.
Terrazzo is produced using a white
cement and natural stone aggregate
and can be made in tiles or blocks/slabs,
tiles can be single or double layered.

B R I C K & S TO N E

T E R R A ZZO

B R I C K , S TO N E & FA I E N C E

Pyrolave
This is an unusual material that is traditionally
used for kitchen counter tops and is only
starting to be used in the construction industry.
Pyrolave is glazed basalt and is only available
from limited suppliers and with a long lead in
period. Recent projects include the external
cladding at One New Oxford Street.

GLAZED BRICK

P Y R O L AV E
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USING
STONE TO
ITS FULL
POTENTIAL
I N FAC A D E S
Is bigger better? Maybe not in all instances but when
it comes to stone cladding, specifically the thickness
of it, we would say typically, yes. This is not because
we want to sell more stone but is because we want
building facades to be designed efficiently, be safe
from fire, perform technically and meet U-value
specifications. Before digging deeper, it is important
to understand a couple of terms which are often used
incorrectly.
A load bearing facade, sometimes referred to as fully
load bearing, describes a facade that is an active
structural element of the building where the floors
rest on the masonry walls distributing some loads
from the floors to the walls. The walls carry the loads
down to ground level. Typically, the masonry units in
a construction such as this will need to be a minimum
of 200mm, depending on testing and stone type. This
is a traditional method of construction that is rarely
seen today and has been overtaken by the cavity
wall system incorporating a secondary supporting
structure and cavity.
A self-supporting facade describes a facade where
the load of the facade only is carried down through
the cladding elements, normally masonry, to ground
level. In these types of facade each cladding element/
masonry block is restrained back to the secondary
supporting structure. When using this system, the
masonry units will typically, and depending on the
type of stone, range between 100-150mm.
A traditional handset facade is when the load of the
facade is taken back at each floor level to the floor
plate using a fixing system of corbels and restraints.
Depending on testing and the type of stone, the
masonry units in this type of facade will range
between 50-75mm.
Useful properties of stone/faience
Stone and filled faience have high compressive
strength, are non-combustible, have great thermal
mass and inherent natural beauty. Building thicker,
load bearing stone facades offers several advantages.
Since it can be self-supporting the need for
large, expensive metal support brackets and their
associated cold bridges/movement joints can be
reduced. Further, self-supporting systems can fit
better with modern construction techniques such as
post-tensioning. This is because when using posttensioned floor slabs, there is often a limited area for
fixing large bracketry to, so reducing the need for the
bracketry can be helpful.
Thicker stone facades can offer protection to other
combustible products used within the cavity therefore
the use of high performance insulation products

can be considered, when used in conjunction with
a suitable masonry or concrete internal cavity wall
construction, with cavity barriers and closers where
appropriate. This helps to reduce the overall thickness
of the building envelope and maximises internal space,
adding value to the property.
Thicker stone will also provide greater impact
resistance without resorting to additional mechanical
means of achieving it that create cold bridges and can
increase costs.
Constructing an internal cavity wall of stone could
offer protection to combustible materials within the
cavity and could be used for thermal mass in the
overall thermal performance of the building whilst
providing a naturally beautiful finish internally.
The stone industry has successfully delivered thin
stone facade solutions for a number of years. However,
designers need to consider the natural properties of the
material such as flexural strength, fixing point break out
and lower impact resistance. As stone specialists, and
taking into account the properties of stone, we believe
thin stone facades do not take advantage of stone’s
greatest strengths outlined above. Our experience has
proved that supporting heavy stone or faience from
modern lightweight frames, whilst satisfying the ever
more onerous Part L and Part B building regulations,
results in challenging and complex design solutions.
In addition, quite often the architect’s or client’s visual
concept is compromised by the requirement for more
regular movement joints to accommodate structural
and cladding movements. Szerelmey would like to
encourage architects, engineers, consultants and
designers to usher in a new era of thicker stone facade
design that does not rely on, or dismiss any historic,
traditional or contemporary building techniques but
is a blended fusion of these and draws upon their
strengths and efficiencies.

WO M E N I N
CONSTRUCTION

W

omen in construction, more
specifically the lack of, has
dominated the news for much
of the year. No one in the
industry can have missed the
extensive reporting, with focus
on the gender pay gap and the lack of opportunity
for women to progress through to senior/leadership
roles in an industry largely led by men. Figures
from April –June 2016 reveal there were so few
women working in the industry that for many of
the individual building trades the government
was unable to provide an estimate to numbers.
Although an estimated 2.1 million people work in
construction in the UK, of this only 11% are women,
and they are paid on average, 12% less than men
in the same role. Women are reluctant to enter the
construction industry due to the above limitations
and poor general press and even more alarming, the
construction industry is not widely promoted as a
career option to girls at secondary school level.

the huge effort women are putting in to change
the industry will pay off and we will be leading
construction as much as men.

The good news is there is significant change afoot
and the industry is having to address these issues.
More importantly, while there are sadly still some
old dinosaurs flexing their muscles, largely decisionmaker men in the industry are supporting change!

Ana Bonine – Senior Estimator

Below are a selection of our female employees and
their take on a changing industry.

If women want to build a meaningful career in
construction, there is no better time than now.
The concept of a male dominated industry has
been slowly changing and encouraging young
women to became part of it is vital for its success.
The government local authorities must keep
creating schemes to address this challenge like
the #NotJustForBoys campaign to tackle the
stereotypes. We women should understand that our
path will be followed by this and future generations,
which means we could potentially be role models
for men in the industry!

Ana, what advice would you give to female
school leavers today who are thinking about the
construction industry?

Elisabet Alberola - Project Manager
Liz what has your experience been like of working
in the construction industry as a woman?
Being an ambitious woman, I am keen to progress
in my career, and sometimes I think women need
to prove themselves more than men in order to
be professionally well considered and listened
to. Thankfully, this is not the case at Szerelmey.
Since I started in construction at 22 years old, I
have seen the mindset in construction companies
has developed. Personally I do not feel any
differentiation in treatment in the day to day works,
which is amazing but is also how it should be. I think
that female perspective on things such as logic in
problem solving, for example, adds massive value,
and that this is being recognised. Hopefully soon

Daisy Ignatiou – Marketing Assistant
As one of our youngest female employees, what
made you decide to join the industry and how
much guidance were you given at school?
My career in construction began when I left
school and joined John McAslan + Partners as an

apprentice. This was a great opportunity as it gave
me hands-on experience, as well as allowing me
to study for a Level 3 Creative and Digital Media
Diploma. I had always wanted to join this industry
as I have a genuine interest in buildings and enjoy
seeing how these projects come to fruition.
To add to my skills in marketing and new business,
I completed a Level 1 City and Guilds Bricklaying
course, earning myself a CSCS card. Though I was
the only female on the course, I encountered only
positive sentiments from both staff and students
as they all expressed an enthusiasm to see more
women working in construction.
Overall I feel that more apprenticeships should be
encouraged as they are a great tool for allowing
young workers to gain valuable experience and
attain a solid understanding of how things work
in the industry. It would also be good to see more
females in construction and I think apprenticeships
are a great way to achieve this.

Alessandra Assenza – Designer
Alex, you worked for some years in Italy before
coming to the UK. Have you noticed any difference
in attitude towards women in construction
between the two countries?
I have always received great support from my
employers in both Italy and the UK. I feel I have
been valued for what I have achieved even though
the presence of women in the construction industry
is less than 1%. In 2017 Italy took part in the ‘Women
can Build’ project as part of the EU’s move for
change in the industry and this has seen some
changes slowly implemented, which is a positive
step. It is good to see similar changes slowly taking
place in the UK.

Sabrina Forte – PA
Sabrina, you chose the construction industry for
your career change move. Why was that? And how
are you finding it?
Having spent nearly ten years in digital media
advertising and working with virtual creative
content, I felt a longing to connect with something
of solid and lasting value. My love of buildings
and heritage made Szerelmey a natural move, but
knowing very little of the industry I was unsure of
the part women play in this world. Since joining,
I’ve been incredibly inspired by the ladies in every
department I deal with from Estimating to Project
Management and beyond. It is clear the landscape
has broadened for women in this once male strong
environment and I’m excited to see what it may
have in store for me.

Natalia Bele – Quantity Surveyor
Nat, it is not just the industry itself at fault, but
also a wider gender issue seen through a lack of
education and careers advice for girls. What do
you think can be done to address this?
Corporate initiatives surely can and should play a
role in attracting more women into the industry as
there can only be benefits. The drive for transparency
on its equality policies and simply being open in
welcoming women in the recruitment process are
important and I believe we will continue to see an
increase in women in more diverse careers. We
can nowadays find many good opportunities and
inspiring role models.
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N E W FAC E S
W E H AV E A D D E D A F E W M O R E M E M B E R S TO O U R E V E R - E X PA N D I N G
T E A M A N D W O U L D L I K E TO TA K E T H I S O P P O R T U N I T Y TO I N T R O D U C E
T H E M A N D G I V E T H E M A WA R M W E LC O M E ! M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N O N
THE SZERELMEY TEAM MEMBERS CAN BE FOUND ON OUR PEOPLE
PA G E O N O U R W E B S I T E : W W W. S Z E R E L M E Y.C O M /O U R P E O P L E . W E
H AV E A L S O A D D E D A C O U P L E O F S H O R T V I D E O S T H AT G I V E A L I T T L E
I N S I G H T TO T H E S O R T O F P E O P L E W E A R E ! W E S T R O N G LY B E L I E V E
T H AT P E O P L E A N D R E L AT I O N S H I P S L I E AT T H E H E A R T O F O U R
BUSINESS.

DA I S Y I G N AT I O U

CHRIS MANN

SABRINA FORTE

C H R I S S C OT T

TO M M E R R Y

ABIGAIL LEWIS

If you are interested
in job opportunities,
please contact:
info@szerelmey.com
0207 735 9995

A N DY B U T L E R

T H I S C O U L D B E YO U !

I N T E RV I E W W I T H . . .
PETE WILBY, CONTRACTS MANAGER, SZERELMEY

P

ete, you have been with Szerelmey now
since 2013. What was your background
before joining us?

I started off doing a year of Business
Economics and Computer Science at
Liverpool University before realising it wasn’t for
me. Then I spent some time searching the entire
UCAS website before I stumbled across an FdSC
in Architectural Stonework with Conservation at
Weymouth College. The course offered a mix of
practical experience in traditional banker masonry/
conservation applications and tutor-based lectures
and really interested me. My third year gave me a
purely tutorial based BSc in Heritage Conservation
at Bournemouth University.
After graduating
I spent five years contract managing multiple
listed building projects across a wide spectrum of
roofing/facade/interiors with a mixed range of base
materials.
you

to

go

into

Contract

I originally wanted to be on the tools, as a restorer/
fixer, but as I’m a recession baby (graduating in
2008), the first job opportunity that came along
was to move to London and begin my professional
career as an Assistant Contracts Manager.
With your background in restoration, heritage and
conservation it must have been quite a change
moving onto new build projects?
There are a number of similarities between working
in restoration and new build, but I think the biggest
difference between the two is the amount of design
input required for new build projects. Traditional
build is generally more straight forward with the
exception of flying buttresses or vaulted ceilings
etc.
However, new build must take on a 21st century
form of masonry in ever thinner facade cladding
and multiple variations in sub-structure with a full
support/restraint design to achieve a building that
will stand the test of time.
What have been your favourite projects that you
have worked on to date, or are working on, and
why?
I have a few favourites, V&A Museum, Windsor
Castle, RAF Monument on Embankment Road,
Crossness Pumping Station, Strand Palace Hotel,
DeVere Gardens and The Glebe Villas. However, my
all time favourite project is the Fusilier’s Building in
the Tower of London, purely for the fact that the
Beefeaters had to let us through the front gates in
the morning, before the tourists, and we could talk

PETE WILBY
CO N T R AC TS M A N AG E R
SZERELMEY

to them before they started their duties as living
statues. It’s such an iconic place that it has to take
the top spot.
What aspects of your job do you find most
interesting/challenging?
The most interesting and challenging part of my
job is at the initial handover of the project and
understanding the intricacies of the build and how
best to cost-engineer the project.
How do you see the construction industry evolving
or changing in the future, in particular on site?
I think technological advances in tools and systems
of works will create huge changes throughout my
career. I look forward to working with the robots.
And finally, if there was one thing you could
change about Contracts Management, what would
it be?!
Less phone calls from labour agencies and less
e-mails in general …
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SOME OF OUR CLIENTS DON’T
A LWAY S R E A L I S E T H E F U L L S C O P E
A N D E X T E N T O F W H AT W E D O . W E
A R E N OT J U S T S TO N E C L A D D I N G
S P E C I A L I S T S , B U T U N D E R TA K E A
W H O L E R A N G E O F WO R K O N T H E
N E W B U I L D A N D R E S TO R AT I O N S I D E .

NEW BUILD
In our New Build division we facilitate the
design, supply, installation and full management
of projects across all sectors, primarily in stone,
but we also work with a whole range of hard
bodied materials.
E X T E R N A L C L A D D I N G – traditional
handset cladding, load bearing masonry, rain
screen and stone/faience on metal railing
system

A L O O K AT
O U R S E RV I C E S
W H AT YO U M I G H T N O T R E A L I S E I S , W E D O :
•

B AC K I N G WA L L S A N D S U P P O R T I N G
STRUCTURES

•

DPCs

•

F I R E A N D C AV I T Y B A R R I E R S

•

D R A I N AG E

•

U N D E R F L O O R H E AT I N G

DESIGN
Szerelmey has its own in-house design department led by
industry professionals Mark Walden and Ian Lee. Design works
with New Build and Restoration and undertakes the following:
•

Practical facade engineering

•

Design advice

•

Research and Development

•

DPC, VCL, insulation and fire barrier

•

Testing and analysis

•

Backing structure design

•

Compliances

•

Thermal engineering

•

Cladding and fixing calculations

•

3D model digital files

•

Programme

•

Supporting technical information

I N T E R I O R S – flooring, wall cladding,
bathrooms, receptions, staircases
FA I E N C E – external and internal projects
H A R D L A N D S C A P I N G – bespoke paving,
planters, benches, water features, terraces,
private courtyards

R E S T O R AT I O N
Szerelmey Restoration offers a complete range
of restoration, conservation, refurbishment and
remodelling services and we are experienced
at working on fragile and heritage buildings.
In addition to a full range of restoration
and cleaning services we employ specialist
restorers and are experienced in working with:
brickwork, stonemasonry, terracotta repair,
terracotta replacement, lime plaster, lime render,
lime washes, rendering, joinery, carpentry,
roofing, decorative painting, metalwork and
leadwork. Over the course of our long history
our Restoration business has worked on
innumerable listed, heritage, fragile and iconic
buildings across the capital.

M AT E R I A L S
Stonework forms the core of our business, but
we also deliver projects in faience, terracotta,
brick, precast, terrazzo, agglomerate and
mosaic.

NAT I O N W I D E
Szerelmey delivers projects across London
and throughout the UK. We have a specialist
GB division that is currently on sites in Oxford,
Cambridge, Birmingham, Bath and North
Yorkshire - we even go as far as the Channel
Islands and into Europe if the project is large
enough.

C O N TAC T U S
PROJECT
ENQUIRIES

One of our team would be happy
to discuss your project with you.
Our involvement early in a project
will invariably save the client time
and money.

HEAD OFFICE
SZERELMEY
369 KENNINGTON LANE
VA U X H A L L , L O N D O N , S E 1 1 5 Q Y
02077359995
I N F O @ S Z E R E L M E Y. C O M
W W W. S Z E R E L M E Y. C O M

EXTERNALS
INTERNALS
HARD LANDSCAPING
RESTORATION
FAIENCE

